Early TVD schemes were derived on structured grids. Directly applying
with vectors defined as
where x and y are the Cartesian coordinates, t is time, q represents the 68 unknown variable vector consisting of h, q x and q y denoting the water depth, 
where Ω denotes the area of a cell. Applying the divergence theorem and 79 replacing the boundary integral with a sum over all edges, Eq. (4) becomes
herein m is the number of edges, l is the length of the edge, and n = (n x , n y ) T , 81 is the unit normal vector pointing in the outward normal direction of the 82 boundary edge, F · n is the flux vector normal to the boundary and can be 
The value of q in cell i is updated using the two-stage explicit Kutta scheme [10, 11, 12] , where the value at the next time level in cell i,
with 88 κ(q n i ) = q n i + ∆t Ω
where κ is a function to represent the updating process to a new time level 89 in the considered cell. ∆t is the time step. For this work, the Friedrichs-Lewy condition is followed for maintaining the stability, 91 ∆t = CFL min R 1
where R n is the minimum distance from the cell center to the edge, CFL is 92 the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy number. For explicit time marching algorithms
Here, e = 10 −12 used to avoid division by zero. The legends are shown in Fig. 1 , and the dimensional unit vector can be calculated as,
where − → r k and − → t k are the unit vectors from the considered cell center to the 137 vertices and the neighboring cell centres, respectively. It can be easily shown 138 8 that all the vector − → r k shall pass by the corresponding edge center along the reverse direction.
140
The value slopes for the cell centres can be calculated along
The upwind and downwind slopes for the MUSCL reconstruction can be 142 thought as the slopes along the reverse direction of − → r k from the vertices to the 143 cell center and cell center to the edge center. For instance, the reconstructed 144 value q l M needs the slope along − − → r 3 and − − → r CM , respectively. M represents the 145 middle of the edge.
146
In order to get the right information for the reconstruction, the unit vector − → r k is represented by the surrounding unit vector − → t k , with the consideration of geometric relationship obtained as
Wherein, the coefficients α 1,2 and β 1,2 can be solved by a set of linear equations. So that the upwind and downwind slopes can be computed as
In the work of Hou et al. [5] , q N C and q CM are directly used as the 147 upwind and downwind slopes for the MUSCL reconstruction. An additional 148 step is added for obtaining more downwind information. From the geometric 149 relationship, it can be concluded that
and then, Eq. 18 can be derived as
Here, k is the local index of the considered cell. This treatment has been 152 approved to give more physical reconstructed value and obtain good accuracy is highly influenced by the geometric distribution rather than the physical 163 values in VMM scheme. Therefore, an improved scheme is suggested here to 164 overcome the disadvantage of the previous schemes.
165
As shown in Fig. 2 , all the vectors from the cell centers to the vertices can be calculated as
and the relationship for the vectors can be easily derived as
considering the unit vectors r k , Eq. 27 can be written into
so that, Eq. 16 can be changed to
the slope of cell centres are introduced, and then the downwind slope can be computed as grids. For the one-dimensional problem, the maximum principle can be used 173 as:
For the multi-dimensional problems, the reconstruction processes should try accuracy, but the more information is included, the maximum principle will 182 be extended to a bigger range for the stability conditions, the less sensitive 183 to local mesh distribution and faithfully represents multi-dimensional flow 184 physics [23]. However, we shall note that the benefit of adding more cells to 185 the stencil can be expected to diminish after a certain number. 
where q n+1,x i is the solution after adding the fluxes terms, and the time step has to be calculated using
where ∆t, ∆t s and ∆t c are time steps for the system, source term part and 201 conservation part, respectively. Depending on the source term, this might 202 result in a severe degradation of the time step size.
203
To overcome this limitation, in literature, e.g. [26, 12] , the splitting point-204 implicit method is adopted. This avoids the instability of the numerical 205 scheme for very shallow water depths.
206
In splitting point implicit methods, conserved variables inside the cell are 207 updated as
13 here, n and n + 1 represent the time levels and PI is a matrix equal to
The momentum friction source terms are derived with respect to the unit 210 discharge, except the slope source term that has been transformed into fluxes 211 over the cell edges. Eq. 38 then yields
This gives
whereq = q 2 x + q 2 y is the magnitude of the unit discharge vector.
215
In order to preserve the stability, the general treatment from [21] is 216 adopted here, which locally switches the second order MUSCL scheme to 217 first order in a cell when the flow condition satisfying: 
Here, z(x, y) represent the bottom elevation of the (x, y) point, x 0 , y 0 is the coordinate of the geometry center. h 0 is the initial water depth at the parabola center, and a is a constant value. τ is the bed frictional parameter, and c f = hτ / √ u 2 + v 2 . The peak amplitude parameter p = √ 8gh 0 /a, if τ < p, the analytical solution for the water level is given by
and the analytical solution for the velocities are
where B is a constant as an initial value of v(0), and s = p 2 − τ 2 /2, in 281 which p = √ 8gh 0 /a. The contours plot at t = 1500 s, which is almost 1.1 period after the 290 simulation begin can be seen in Fig. 6 . The difference between VMM and the coarsest mesh, water levels wl are captured well for both grids types, 301 but for the discharges, it can be observed that the results of diagonal grids 302 agree worse than that of Delaunay grids, especially for q x , and the result 303 from IVMM is slightly better than the VMM scheme.
304
A mesh convergence study for this test case at t = 1500 s is presented 305 in Fig. 9 
